Hyperexcitable polymodal and insensitive nociceptors in painful human neuropathy.
Six patients with chronic pain, mechanical and thermal hyperalgesia/allodynia, and cutaneous vasodilatation starting distally in their extremities, were evaluated using clinical and neurophysiological methods and microneurography. Evidence of small-fiber polyneuropathy was documented in all, but the etiology remained cryptogenic in several. Different forms of hyperexcitability were detected by microneurography in both common polymodal and mechanically insensitive C nociceptors, which explain all the somatosensory abnormalities. Signs of hyperexcitability included reduced receptor threshold (accounting for mechanical and heat allodynias), spontaneous C nociceptor discharge (explaining spontaneous "burning" pain and antidromic vasodilatation), and multiplied nociceptor responses to stimulation (accounting for hyperalgesia). The clinical and electrophysiological profiles of these patients resemble the experimental syndrome evoked by application of capsaicin to the skin. This similarity, and the striking heat dependence of the spontaneous pain, suggest that a common feature may be altered expression or modulation of vanilloid 1 receptor, provoking abnormal nociceptor discharges.